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Top Ten Drafting Dangers
Empowering Your Drafting Team

Whether its overall strategic design planning or sorting out

the finer points for their specifications, evaluation criteria

and process rules, project teams tend to repeat the same

mistakes when preparing their solicitation documents. This

discussion will cover the top ten drafting dangers that are

hindering your organization from reaching a higher level of

RFX drafting speed and precision.



Top Ten Drafting Dangers
1. No Design Plan

The biggest mistake a drafting team can make is to start

drafting a solicitation document without first developing a

clear design plan covering the five core project elements:

(1) scoping statement (2) pricing structure (3) evaluation

criteria (4) contract assembly strategy (5) tendering

format. A design flaw in any one or more of these core

elements will inevitably result in drafting delays and

unclear content.

Read More:

 The Fast-Tracked RFX

 Bringing Human Intelligence to Procurement Automation

 Mitigating Major Project Meltdowns

http://procurementoffice.com/article-the-fast-tracked-rfx/
http://procurementoffice.com/bringing-human-intelligence-to-procurement-automation/
http://procurementoffice.com/mitigating-major-project-meltdowns/


Top Ten Drafting Dangers
2. Bad Templates

Too many project teams waste their time reinventing the

wheel and redrafting their standard terms because their

base templates contain serious design defects. Unless an

organization has maintained an updated playbook with a

broad range of professionally designed templates, it will

inevitably experience drafting gridlock with its project

teams wasting valuable time making spot repairs to faulty

templates instead of focusing on critical project details.

Read More:

 The Architecture and Anatomy of Template Design

 Leveraging International Standards to Build Your Procurement Playbook

 Demystifying Dialogue RFPs

http://procurementoffice.com/the-architecture-and-anatomy-of-template-design/
http://procurementoffice.com/leveraging-international-standards-to-build-your-procurement-playbook/
http://procurementoffice.com/demystifying-dialogue-rfps/


Top Ten Drafting Dangers
3. Unclear Project Scope

Far too many projects fail due to unclear project scoping.

Midstream scope changes are a leading cause of drafting

delays and can also undermine the ultimate defensibility of

a contract award. Project teams need to lock down their

core scoping decisions during design planning and then

execute the project through document drafting, bid

evaluation, contract award and contract performance

within the guardrails of those initial scoping decisions.

Read More:

 Contract Rocked by Inconsistent Use of Terms

 Post-Bid Scope Change Fatal to Fair Price Evaluation

 Post-Bid Contract Change Leads to Re-evaluation Order

http://procurementoffice.com/contract-rocked-by-inconsistent-use-of-terms/
http://procurementoffice.com/post-bid-scope-change-fatal-to-fair-price-evaluation/
http://procurementoffice.com/treasury-departments-post-bid-contract-change-leads-to-re-evaluation-order/


Top Ten Drafting Dangers
4. Flawed Pricing Structures

A solid pricing structure forms the foundation for every

successful procurement. A weak pricing foundation is a

key cause of project failure. Project teams should ensure

that they develop a clear pricing structure that aligns with

their specifications, integrates with their bid evaluation

strategy and anchors their contract management plan.

Read More:
 Selecting the Appropriate Pricing Structure

 $31 Million Low Bid Rejected Over Price Form Error

 Court Strikes Down Post-Bid Price Adjustment

 Slow Payment Terms Breach Federal Rules

 Court Upholds Rejection of Unbalanced Bids

http://procurementoffice.com/selecting-an-appropriate-pricing-structure/
http://procurementoffice.com/31-million-low-bid-rejected-over-price-form-error/
http://procurementoffice.com/court-strikes-down-post-bid-price-adjustment/
http://procurementoffice.com/slow-payment-terms-breach-federal-rules/
http://procurementoffice.com/court-upholds-rejection-of-unbalanced-bids/


Top Ten Drafting Dangers
5. Material Disclosure Gaps

A tender call should have no trap doors. Whether its

disclosing hidden site dangers, past contract volumes or

implied performance expectations, purchasing institutions

should focus on transparency in their tendering documents

so that contractors know what they are bargaining for

when they bid on a project. As the cases have shown, the

omission of material information can lead to bid disputes,

project delays and extra cost claims.

Read More:
 Historical Data Material to Bid Evaluation

 Mounties Busted for Improper Disclosure

 Engineers Liable for $2 Million in Extra Costs

http://procurementoffice.com/historical-data-material-to-bid-evaluation/
http://procurementoffice.com/mounties-busted-for-improper-disclosure/
http://procurementoffice.com/external-engineers-liable-for-2-million-in-extra-costs-due-to-flawed-technical-disclosure/


Top Ten Drafting Dangers
6. Ambiguous Criteria

Clear threshold requirements and transparent scoring

criteria serve as the cornerstones of a defensible

evaluation. Unfortunately, far too many drafters set their

evaluation teams up for failure by drafting vague criteria

under the misconception that this will give their evaluators

greater flexibility. The hard truth is that hidden preferences

expose the project to failed audits and costly bid protests.

Read More:

 Improper Use of References Results in Unfair Evaluation

 Re-evaluation Ordered Due to Unclear Licensing Requirements

 Navy Ordered to Re-evaluate Arbitrary Cost Assessment

 Flawed Price Assessment Leads to Re-evaluation Order

 House of Commons Sued over Hidden “Buy British” Policy

http://procurementoffice.com/improper-use-of-references-results-in-unfair-evaluation/
http://procurementoffice.com/re-evaluation-ordered-due-to-unclear-licensing-requirements/
http://procurementoffice.com/navy-ordered-to-re-evaluate-arbitrary-cost-assessment/
http://procurementoffice.com/flawed-price-assessment-leads-to-re-evaluation-order/
http://procurementoffice.com/house-of-commons-sued-over-undisclosed-buy-british-policy/


Top Ten Drafting Dangers
7. Mysterious Process Paths

Many organizations fall into the trap of drafting crafty

loopholes into their process paths to leave themselves

room for post-bid improvisation. However, leaving things

murky leaves your team exposed to process challenges

and leaves your contract awards vulnerable to judicial

review. If you want your project to succeed, your

evaluation and award process paths should be rock solid,

crystal clear and free from hidden detours.

Read More:

 Site Visit Breach Leads to Compliance Claim

 Contract Voided for Process Breach

 Bidder Swap-Out Results in Voided Contract

 Court Strikes Down Award Due to Unauthorized Process

http://procurementoffice.com/site-visit-breach-leads-to-compliance-claim/
http://procurementoffice.com/contract-voided-for-process-breach/
http://procurementoffice.com/bidder-swap-out-results-in-voided-contract/
http://procurementoffice.com/south-african-court-strikes-down-award-due-to-unauthorized-process/


Top Ten Drafting Dangers
8. Fragmented Content Sequencing

A tender call is not a mystery thriller. There should be no

plot twists, or surprise endings. Avoid sending your

readers into a free fall of detailed specifications, complex

procedures and convoluted criteria. Frame your content

with a timetable of key process dates, a clear scoping

statement, a simplified process overview and a breakdown

of main evaluation categories and relative weightings.

Then, once you have defined the overall document

structure, let the details flow in a logical sequence.

Read More:

 Vague Licensing Requirements Lead to Protracted Bid Dispute

 A Three-Pillar Strategy for Bolstering Your Bid Evaluation Process

 The Virtues of Version Control

http://procurementoffice.com/vague-licensing-requirements-lead-to-protracted-bid-dispute/
http://procurementoffice.com/a-three-pillar-strategy-for-bolstering-your-bid-evaluation-process/
http://procurementoffice.com/the-virtues-of-version-control/


Top Ten Drafting Dangers
9. Recycled Parts

Drafters often try to cut corners by recycling spare parts

from prior documents. This rarely saves time since it tends

to create an intermingled muddle of content that distracts

the team from focusing on the critical details of their

specific project. Instead of chopping and pasting from the

recycled bid, project teams should start each project with a

clean slate, using an up-to-date template and organizing

their content into clearly separated compartments based

on the structure of their initial design plan.

Read More:

 Drafting Error Sparks Late Bid Battle

 Bad Punctuation Leads to Legal Liability

 Undisclosed Criteria Leads to Lost Profits Award

http://procurementoffice.com/drafting-error-sparks-late-bid-battle/
http://procurementoffice.com/bad-punctuation-leads-to-legal-liability/
http://procurementoffice.com/undisclosed-criteria-leads-to-lost-profits-award-in-scottish-tender/


Top Ten Drafting Dangers
10. Chaotic Contract Terms

One-size-fits-all contract terms are sure to be a bad fit for

your project. All purchasing contracts should contain the

core provisions that tie your payment terms to your

specifications and performance standards. However, your

specific project requirements will inform whether you

should add confidentiality clauses, include indemnities and

insurance, incorporate intellectual property provisions and

integrate dispute resolution and termination procedures.

Avoid overloading your solicitation with useless legal filler.

Read More:

 Stray Comma Launches $2 Million Melee

 Parties Dispute Retroactivity of Annual Rate-Review Clause

 Unresolved Terms Lead to Commercial Dispute

http://procurementoffice.com/stray-comma-launches-2-million-melee/
http://procurementoffice.com/parties-dispute-retroactivity-of-annual-rate-review-clause/
http://procurementoffice.com/unresolved-terms-lead-to-commercial-dispute-and-restitution-order/


Top Ten Drafting Dangers
In Summary

A fine-tuned and efficient drafting process starts with a

proper design plan and the selection of the appropriate

tendering template. Project teams should then focus on

aligning a clear scoping statement with their pricing

structure. This sets the foundation for disclosing material

performance conditions, evaluation criteria and award

process paths. During the drafting process, the team

should also be mindful of proper content sequencing and

avoid the inappropriate use of recycled content. Finally,

drafters should avoid using unnecessarily complicated

contract boilerplate and only include legal terms that are

relevant to the deal.



 Create a proper design plan and select the appropriate 

tendering template

 Draft a clear scoping statement that aligns with your 

pricing structure

 Disclose your material performance conditions, evaluation 

criteria and award process paths

 Frame your content with overview sections and apply 

proper content sequencing

 Avoid using recycled content or adding legal boilerplate 

that is not relevant to the deal

RFX Drafting Checklist
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